INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Cell signaling networks are complex, interconnected pathways that work in unison to control cellular function. When these tightly controlled pathways are disrupted, however, cells may become cancerous \[[@R1]--[@R3]\]. Identifying key pro-malignant signaling pathways is crucial to finding new therapeutic targets and improving survival. As major pro-malignant signaling pathways are discovered, efforts can be made to therapeutically target them, with hopes of benefiting cancer patients. Inhibitors to important signaling proteins such as receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs; EGFR, HER2, IGFR; c-Kit, MET, FGFR), and their downstream effectors (RAS, RAF, PI3K, AKT, and mTOR) have been identified, with additional searches underway \[[@R4]--[@R16]\]. While these targeted, precision medicines have had some success, they are not the silver bullets they were once anticipated to be. In part, this is due to potent compensatory signaling mechanisms engaged by cancer cells to circumvent the loss of key survival signals \[[@R17]--[@R21]\]. While the use of current precision medicines is continually being refined by the identification of predictive biomarkers, the use of synergistic drug combinations, and the optimization of drug administration timing, it is clear that efforts towards identifying novel potential therapeutic targets should continue.

Here, we discuss a novel family of signaling proteins, named FAM83 (FAMily with sequence similarity 83), that function as key intermediates in oncogenic EGFR, MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling \[[@R22]--[@R25]\]. Due to their involvement in a variety of important cancer cell signaling functions and overexpression in cancer, the FAM83 proteins are emerging as intriguing oncogenes worthy of additional study. There are 8 FAM83 genes, named FAM83A-H, with each located at a distinct genomic site (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Each FAM83 gene encodes a protein classified solely on the presence of a highly conserved domain of unknown function (DUF1669) located in the N-terminus. Evolutionarily, there are no homologues or orthologues of FAM83 genes in primitive organisms such as Drosophila melanogaster, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Caenorhabditis elegans, but all jawed vertebrates appear to encode the FAM83 genes \[[@R26]\]. Interestingly, ancient vertebrates such as lampreys express FAM83B and FAM83E-H (but not FAM83 A, C and D), suggesting that these may have been the earliest FAM83 genes to appear. Until 2012, there were no reports about the transformative functions of the FAM83 proteins, but since, multiple studies have identified overexpressed or dysregulated FAM83 members as key regulators of transformation (cell growth, proliferation, and metastasis) and resistance to precision therapies \[[@R22], [@R25], [@R27]\]. The first detailed analysis of the FAM83 proteins in transformation resulted from the separate identification of FAM83A and FAM83B in distinct genetic screens performed by the Bissell and Jackson Laboratories, respectively. As detailed below, the Bissell laboratory identified FAM83A using a retroviral cDNA library screen for genes that confer resistance to an EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) in tumorigenic mammary epithelial cells \[[@R25]\]. Simultaneously, the Jackson lab identified FAM83B using an insertional mutagenesis screen for genes that drive human mammary epithelial cell transformation, similarly to active RAS \[[@R22]\] (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these studies provide the first evidence that a novel family of uncharacterized proteins plays an important role in the EGFR and RAS signaling pathways and, when dysregulated, can promote malignant transformation. The separate identification of two FAM83 members in distinct genetic screens and their elevated expression in a diverse set of cancer types highlights their importance and provides a vital new avenue for potential therapeutic intervention.

![FAM83 proteins\
FAM83 members are characterized by a common N-terminal Domain of Unknown Function 1669 (DUF1669), but have vastly different C-terminal regions.](oncotarget-07-52597-g001){#F1}

One of the most promising potential roles for the FAM83 proteins is within the ErbB signaling network, both at the receptor level and the downstream MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathways. The ErbB signaling network tightly controls normal cell growth and proliferation \[[@R28]\]. Often, the aberrant activation of RTKs, such as the ErbB receptors, drives transformation by inappropriately activating the MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathways \[[@R29]\]. The ErbB family consists of four homologous RTKs: ErbB1/EGFR, ErbB2/HER2/Neu, ErbB3/HER3, and ErbB4/HER4. Ligand-mediated stimulation of the ErbB proteins results in homodimerization or heterodimerization, autophosphorylation of the receptors, and activation of downstream signaling effectors (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). ErbB receptors can lead to the activation of the RAS/MAPK and PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathways, Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 3 (STAT3), and Phospholipase D (PLD), among others \[[@R28], [@R30]\]. The MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathways are activated by the recruitment of adaptor proteins, such as Grb2 or Shc, which in turn recruit son of sevenless (SOS) and RAS to the receptor, resulting in RAS activation \[[@R31]\]. Following its activation, RAS recruits RAF to the membrane where it is activated and, subsequently, RAF phosphorylates MEK1 and MEK2, which activate ERK1 and ERK2 \[[@R32]\]. The ERK proteins then activate transcription factors responsible for regulating growth and proliferation. RAS activation also activates PI3-Kinase, by binding to p110 catalytic subunit, which phosphorylates phosphatidylinositol (4,5) bisphosphate (PIP2) PIP3 \[[@R33]\]. The formation of increased PIP3 activates Phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase (PDK-1), and recruits AKT to the membrane for activation, which then phosphorylates and activates mammalian target of rapamycin(mTOR) \[[@R34]\]. Collectively, these processes regulate normal cellular function by promoting cell growth and survival in response to MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathway activation. A complete understanding of the protein complexes that regulate RTK and downstream effector activation is critical to identifying new ways to suppress their inappropriate activation in cancer.

The ErbB receptors and MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling cascades are the subject of intense research aimed at identifying pharmacological inhibitors that will suppress growth signaling and prevent cancer cell proliferation. Precision therapies aimed at disrupting ErbB RTKs (erlotinib, gefitinib, cetuximab, lapatinib, trastuzumab, pertuzumab) \[[@R35]\], RAS (Farnesyltransferase inhibitors and select isoform inhibitors) \[[@R36]\], RAF (Vemurafenib, Dabrafenib, Trametinib, RAF265, CCT196969, CCT241161) \[[@R37], [@R38]\], MEK (AZD8330, Selumetinib, MEK162, PD0325901, Refametinib, Cobimetinib) \[[@R39]\], or the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway (Everolimus, Temsirolimus, BEZ235, GDC-0980, PF-05212384, BAY80-6946, Buparlisib, GDC-0032, Perifosine, MK2206, AZD2014, MLN0128) \[[@R40]\] have been developed and are currently approved for patient use or are being evaluated in a number of clinical trials \[[@R41], [@R42]\]. However, the complexity of signaling interactions limit the effectiveness of these therapies, and resistance develops easily due to multiple regulatory feedback loops that are engaged by cancer cells to circumvent the therapy-induced death or proliferative arrest \[[@R17]\]. For example, nearly all patients treated with the EGFR inhibitor erlotinib, including those that have a robust, immediate response, will develop resistance \[[@R43]\]. In fact, resistance has been observed for nearly all precision medicines when used as single agents \[[@R44]\]. Furthermore, combining precision therapies in an attempt to suppress the feedback mechanisms that are responsible for resistance has also proven difficult, given the toxicity associated with suppressing these key growth-regulating pathways in normal, non-cancerous cells \[[@R45]\]. We propose that the FAM83 proteins provide new opportunities for drug development to overcome resistance to current therapies. All FAM83 members have significantly increased expression in cancer, providing unique potential targets to specifically kill malignant cells (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In this review, we will discuss data implicating FAM83 members in the aberrant activation of EGFR, MAPK, PI3K/AKT, and other cancer-associated signaling pathways and discuss their potential to serve as novel therapeutic targets.

###### FAM83 proteins are overexpressed in cancer

  FAM83 proteins   Chromosomal location   Cancer tissue overexpression                                              Cancer related functions                                                                                  Refs.
  ---------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
  FAM83A           8q24.13                Breast, Ovaary, Pancreas, Bladder, Colon, Lung, Testis                    Participates in EGFR and Ras signaling;promotes growth, invasiveness and transformation; TKI resistance   \[[@R24],[@R25]\]
  FAM83B           6p12.1                 Breast, Ovary, Lung                                                       Participates in EGFR and Ras signaling;promotes growth, invasiveness and transformation; TKI resistance   \[[@R22]--[@R24],[@R28]\]
  FAM83C           20q11.22               Bladder                                                                   Binds CRAF; epithelial cell transformation                                                                \[[@R24]\]
  FAM83D           20q11.23               Breast, Liver, Lung, Bladder, Ovary, Testis, Adrenal, Thyroid, Lymphoid   Binds CRAF; Promotes mTOR activation; Rapamycin sensitivity                                               \[[@R24], [@R79]\]
  FAM83E           19q13.13               Ovary                                                                     Binds CRAF; epithelial cell transformation                                                                \[[@R24]\]
  FAM83F           22q13.1                Esophageal Squamous cell Carcinoma                                        Invasion, metastasis                                                                                      \[[@R82]\]
  FAM83G           17p11.2                Breast                                                                    Participates in EGF-driven Src/Akt signaling                                                              \[[@R72], [@R74]--[@R75]\]
  FAM83H           8q24.3                 Colon                                                                     Supports invasion and metatasis by promoting keratin                                                      \[[@R89]\]

The table highlights the distinct chromosomal locations of FAM83A-H members and summarizes their overexpression and oncogenic functions in a multitude of human cancers.

FOCUS ON FAM83A {#s2}
===============

The smallest FAM83 protein, FAM83A (originally named BJ-TSA-9), was first implicated as a potential cancer biomarker in 2008. Liu *et al.* used nested PCR to show that FAM83A mRNA is highly expressed in the circulating tumor cells (CTCs) of lung adenocarcinoma patients \[[@R46]\]. When used in combination with two other known lung cancer biomarker genes, including squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCCA) and lung-specific X protein (LUNX), the rate of circulating tumor cell detection was as high as 81.4%. Moreover, patients who had persistent expression of FAM83A, SCCA, and LUNX in CTCs were more likely to have more advanced disease and a greater risk of recurrence. In addition to identifying FAM83A as a potential lung cancer biomarker, Liu *et al.* also identified FAM83A as a potential biomarker in breast cancer \[[@R47]\]. Using a panel of three genes, FAM83A, NPY1R, and KRT19, the authors again used a rapid nested PCR assay to detect breast cancer cells in peripheral blood samples. When all three gene markers were combined, cancer cells were detected in the peripheral blood of 79.6% of breast cancer patients. The detection of FAM83A also correlated with the presence of distant metastases. Importantly, FAM83A was not identified in peripheral blood samples of normal, non-cancerous patient donors, implicating FAM83A as a diagnostic and prognostic cancer biomarker.

In addition to the potential use of FAM83A as a biomarker, a forward genetic screen identified FAM83A as a driver of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) resistance, suggesting FAM83A plays an important role in cancer cell biology \[[@R25]\]. EGFR is frequently overexpressed, mutated, or hyperactivated by excess ligand in a wide variety of cancers, including lung, brain, head and neck, and breast, among others \[[@R29], [@R48]\]. TKIs, including erlotinib and gefitinib, prevent activation of EGFR by blocking the ATP-binding pocket. When activating mutations or deletions are responsible for EGFR hyperactivation, as is often is observed in lung cancer, TKIs are often initially effective treatment options \[[@R49], [@R50]\]. In cancers where EGFR is rarely mutated, high EGFR activity can still be evident, resulting in hyperactive downstream MAPK and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling \[[@R51]\]. One example of high-level EGFR activity in the absence of mutation is the highly aggressive basal-like subtype of breast cancer (BLBC). Genomic analysis has identified EGFR-driven expression signatures in \~90% of the BLBC \[[@R52]\]. Importantly, EGFR expression is higher in patients harboring nodal or distant BLBC metastases \[[@R53], [@R54]\]. While these observations, coupled with early pre-clinical studies of EGFR TKIs, suggested that EGFR would be a targetable in breast cancer, to date there has been minimal effect of TKIs in clinical trials, even when patient are stratified for EGFR overexpression \[[@R55]--[@R57]\]. One potential explanation is that certain EGFR mutations, which predict TKI sensitivity in lung cancer, are rare in breast cancer \[[@R58], [@R59]\]. However, even rare breast cancers harboring these specific EGFR mutations are not sensitive to TKI treatment \[[@R60]\]. Thus, there is a need to identify alternate resistance mechanisms to EGFR TKIs in breast cancer. In the forward genetics screen, Lee *et al*. utilized an elegant phenotypic reversion assay in 3D laminin-rich gel. In their screen, malignant HMECs, which grow as depolarized, disorganized, proliferative colonies in laminin-rich basement membrane (lrBM), can be reverted to a non-malignant phenotype (non-proliferative, acinus-like structures with proper basal polarity) by EGFR TKIs \[[@R25]\] (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Expression of cDNAs that prevent TKI activity (such as FAM83A) allow cells to maintain their malignant phenotype even in the presence of EGFR TKIs \[[@R25]\]. Additional studies confirmed FAM83A also conferred resistance to lapatinib, another EGFR TKI that also targets HER2 \[[@R25]\].

Analysis of human breast cancer samples *via* immunohistochemistry and a real-time PCR array revealed that FAM83A is overexpressed in breast cancer when compared to normal breast \[[@R25]\]. Furthermore, patients with increased FAM83A expression have significantly poorer clinical outcomes \[[@R25]\]. The genomic location of FAM83A is also of interest. The 8q24 region is known to contain the oncogene Myc, which is frequently amplified in cancer \[[@R61]\]. Although FAM83A is also often amplified, not all cases of FAM83A overexpression found in breast cancer result from amplification, indicating that FAM83A overexpression is not merely a bystander in 8q24 amplification \[[@R25]\]. Exogenous expression of FAM83A resulted in increased growth, colony formation in soft agar, and invasion *in vitro*, as well as increased tumor volume in immunocompromised mice *in vivo*. Depletion of FAM83A by shRNA in malignant HMT3522 T4-2 HMECs and the breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-468 led to reduced invasiveness, proliferation rate, clonogenic potential, and tumor volume in immunocompromised mice. Further investigation revealed a role for FAM83A downstream of EGFR in the MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling cascades \[[@R25]\]. FAM83A-overexpressing HMT3522 T4-2 cells are resistant to both EGFR and PI3K inhibitors, but not to MEK inhibitors, suggesting that FAM83A lies downstream of EGFR and PI3K, but upstream of MEK. shRNA-mediated knockdown of FAM83A in HMT3522 T4-2 and MDA-MB-468 cells resulted in decreased p-ERK and p-AKT, indicating the necessity of FAM83A in the MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathways. Co-immunoprecipitation experiments revealed that FAM83A interacts with both c-Raf and the p85 regulatory subunit of PI3K \[[@R25]\]. These endogenous interactions, as well as tyrosine phosphorylation of FAM83A, increase following stimulation with EGF. Taken together, these findings suggest that FAM83A can be phosphorylated upon EGFR activation, and that phosphorylation may be important for FAM83A-mediated signaling complex formation. Additional work will be needed to identify how FAM83A phosphorylation may regulate signaling complex formation and FAM83A-mediated transformation.

In addition to its role in TKI resistance, FAM83A may also confer resistance to trastuzumab, a monoclonal antibody used in the treatment of HER2+ breast cancer. Trastuzumab directly targets the HER2 (ErbB2) receptor by binding to domain IV in the extracellular region. The drug functions through several mechanisms that include blockade of downstream signaling and prevention of HER2 cleavage into a catalytically active cytoplasmic fragment \[[@R62]\]. Although the introduction of trastuzumab resulted in improved patient outcomes, like erlotinib, acquired and *de novo* resistance remain a major problem \[[@R63]\]. Boyer *et al.* identified FAM83A as one of the most highly tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins in trastuzumab-resistant breast cancer cells when compared to isogenic, trastuzumab-sensitive cells \[[@R27]\]. This finding is consistent with the idea that FAM83A serves as a key intermediate in ErbB-family signaling that is potentially phosphorylated by active ErbB receptors, and again hints that FAM83 phosphorylation status is an intriguing area of future study. Importantly, siRNA-mediated knockdown of FAM83A mRNA expression re-sensitized these cells to trastuzumab, indicating the necessity of FAM83A for the resistant phenotype \[[@R27]\]. Thus, inhibition of FAM83A could re-sensitize breast cancers to multiple precision therapies, including EGFR TKIs and trastuzumab. Designing efficient methods to suppress the functions of FAM83A may have significant therapeutic value.

A CLOSER LOOK AT FAM83B {#s3}
=======================

Simultaneous to the discovery of FAM83A as a driver of TKI resistance, the Jackson laboratory discovered FAM83B as a driver of human mammary epithelial cell (HMEC) transformation \[[@R22]\]. Using a Validation-Based Insertional Mutagenesis (VBIM) strategy to identify genes that promote the anchorage-independent growth of non-transformed HMEC, the Jackson laboratory found that retroviral insertion into the FAM83B gene, which elevated FAM83B expression, was sufficient to promote HMEC transformation similar to mutant RAS \[[@R22]\] (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The discovery of FAM83B gained significance when we noted that a number of human cancers, including breast, bladder, testis, ovary, thyroid, and lung cancers exhibited elevated expression of FAM83B (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@R22]\]. Interestingly, elevated FAM83B expression is associated with estrogen-receptor (ER) and progesterone-receptor (PR) negative breast tumors, an aggressive subtype for which currently no targeted therapies exist \[[@R22], [@R64]\]. In addition, FAM83B mRNA expression is significantly higher in lung squamous cell carcinoma when compared to normal adjacent tissue or adenocarcinoma \[[@R24], [@R65]\]. This finding led to the recommendation that FAM83B is a biomarker and a prognostic marker, as high expression of FAM83B correlates with poor disease-free survival of patients with lung squamous cell carcinoma \[[@R65]\]. In addition to gene amplification and mRNA upregulation, evidence from publically available databases indicates mutations in FAM83B in 12-21% of melanomas \[[@R66], [@R67]\]. While intriguing, all studies thus far have examined FAM83B overexpression; the function of reported FAM83B mutations is not clear.

![Distinct genetic screens identifying FAM83A and FAM83B\
**A.** The Bissell Laboratory utilized a phenotypic reversion screen to identify for genes that confer resistance the EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor AG1478 in breast cancer. HMT3522 T4-2 cells were infected with a retroviral cDNA library. Infected cells were grown in 3D laminin-rich basement membrane. In the absence of AG1478, all T4-2 cells form disorganized, proliferative colonies. In the presence of AG1478, the cells will "revert" to form polarized, acinar structures that resemble non-transformed cells. AG1478-resistant cells that continue to form disorganized, proliferative colonies are isolated, and the cDNA conferring AG1478 resistance was identified as FAM83A. **B.** The Jackson Laboratory utilized an insertional mutagenesis screen to identify genetic changes that promote the transformation of HMEC. Non-transformed HME1 cells (which can be transformed by a single genetic event, such as mutant RAS) were infected with Validation-Based Insertional Mutagenesis lentiviruses. Following VBIM infection and integration, a CMV promoter is randomly inserted throughout the genome, modifying transcription of nearby genes (most commonly by causing high-level expression full-length, truncated, or anti-sense mRNAs). VBIM-infected cells were plated into soft agar to identify mutants capable of anchorage-independent growth, a hallmark of transformed cells. Identified mutants were validated by adding Cre, which removes the VBIM insertion *via* loxP sites in the construct, and the VBIM insertion site was mapped to the FAM83B gene.](oncotarget-07-52597-g002){#F2}

FAM83B interacts with a noteworthy list of signaling proteins that facilitate its role as a signaling oncoprotein. For example, the Jackson laboratory has shown that FAM83B blocks the inhibitory interaction of 14-3-3 proteins with CRAF, promoting CRAF membrane localization and thereby inducing activation of MAPK signaling pathway and supporting tumor growth \[[@R22]\]. The Jackson laboratory also established an interaction between FAM83B and EGFR that was required for increased EGFR and phospholipase D1 (PLD1) activation \[[@R68]\]. PLD activity results in the production of phosphatidic acid (PA), a signaling lipid involved in activating mTOR, thus explaining how elevated FAM83B expression drives the activation of PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling. Additionally, the binding of FAM83B to AKT and the p85 and p110 subunits of PI3K further promotes PI3K/AKT activation \[[@R23]\], although the mechanism of how FAM83B interactions result in signaling activation is not yet clear. Akin to FAM83A, the ability of FAM83B to promote aberrant signaling also correlates with resistance of breast cancer cells to EGFR TKI therapies \[[@R22]\]. Moreover, FAM83B-transformed cells are less sensitive to PI3K, AKT and mTOR targeted therapies \[[@R23]\] (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that the level of FAM83B may be an important factor to consider when determining which patient receives these precision medicines in the future.

![FAM83 family of proteins promotes ErbB receptor signaling\
The ErbB signaling network controls normal cell growth, survival and proliferation. Ligand-mediated activation of the ErbB family of receptor tyrosine kinases results in receptor dimerization, autophosphorylation of the receptors and activation of downstream signaling effectors. ErbB receptors activate RAS/MAPK and PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathways and Phospholipase D (PLD), among others. PLD generates Phosphatidic acid (PA) that enhances RAF recruitment to the membrane and also activates mTOR signaling. In many cancers, activating mutations in RAS, PI3K and AKT drive transformation by inappropriately activating the MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathways. The novel FAM83 (FAMily with sequence similarity 83) family of signaling proteins have emerged as important therapeutic targets as they are overexpressed in many cancers and they function as key intermediates in EGFR, MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling.](oncotarget-07-52597-g003){#F3}

The involvement of FAM83B in multiple signaling pathways strengthens its potential for precision therapeutic targeting. As mentioned, precision medicines have targeted the PI3K/AKT/mTOR and MEK/ERK signaling pathways. However, selective inhibition of MEK/ERK signaling has consistently induced compensatory activation of PI3K/AKT signaling and vice versa, ultimately conferring resistance. The sensible option would be to simultaneously target MAPK and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling, hoping to dampen the compensatory signaling. This approach continues to suffer from the added complexity of harming normal tissues that rely on these pathways. Given that FAM83B overexpression can induce multiple EGFR signaling pathways including EGFR/PLD, MAPK, PI3K/AKT/mTOR, we hypothesized that inhibition of FAM83B might suppress multiple pathways and prevent the compensatory survival signaling. Indeed, ablation of FAM83B in breast and colon cancer cells significantly suppressed tumor cell growth and *in vivo* tumorigenicity \[[@R22]\]. The growth suppression upon FAM83B ablation was coupled with decreased CRAF, PI3K, and AKT membrane localization and a subsequent suppression of activating phosphorylation of both ERK1/2 and AKT \[[@R22]\].

Not only does FAM83B activate MAPK and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling, but it may also participate in cancer-associated Wnt signaling. In a proteomics effort to identify important players in the Wnt signaling pathway, FAM83B was identified as a novel interacting partner of negative regulatory proteins Axin-1 and APC \[[@R69]\]. While such interactions are intriguing, the role of FAM83B in regulating Wnt signaling has not been described. These additional FAM83B interactions however, reinforce its importance in cancer cell signaling and suggest the exciting possibility that therapeutically targeting FAM83B may inhibit multiple signaling pathways simultaneously.

OTHER FAM83 PROTEINS {#s4}
====================

Gene expression studies reveal that FAM83 members are not only elevated in a wide variety of cancers, but in many instances more than one of the FAM83 proteins are significantly elevated. For example, the Jackson laboratory recently described that FAM83A, B, D and E are all highly expressed in ovarian cancers, and similarly bladder cancers show elevated levels of FAM83A, C and D \[[@R24]\]. While the reason a cancer cell upregulates multiple FAM83 proteins is unclear, we propose that each FAM83 protein likely has both redundant and non-redundant roles in oncogenic signaling. Until recently, not much was known about the other six members (FAM83C-H) of the FAM83 family in the context of cancer induction or maintenance. Although initially annotated as "hypothetical proteins", the expression of each FAM83 protein has now been confirmed by mass spectrometry \[[@R24]\]. FAM83 proteins share the conserved amino-terminal domain of unknown function (DUF1669), but this domain has no characterized function. The only enzymatic activity predicted in the FAM83 proteins was based on a PLD-like motif within the DUF1669, although when tested, neither FAM83A nor FAM83B possessed conventional PLD activity \[[@R22], [@R25]\]. However, the DUF1669 domain in FAM83B is necessary and sufficient for EGFR and CRAF binding and FAM83B-mediated transformation \[[@R22], [@R68]\]. In addition, transformation-inducing FAM83A is only 434 amino acids and is comprised mainly of the DUF1669. Therefore, it is conceivable that all FAM83 proteins contribute to transformation by way of the DUF1669, similar to FAM83A and FAM83B. Indeed, recent observations confirm that FAM83 members A-E can independently promote anchorage-independent growth, and form complexes with CRAF in mammary epithelial cells \[[@R24]\]. Moreover, Wang *et al.* recently linked elevated expression of FAM83D and its ability to promote MEK/ERK signaling with higher incidence of hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) \[[@R70], [@R71]\].

In addition to redundant transformative properties, FAM83 proteins likely also have non-redundant functions. These proteins lack any significant homology beyond the DUF1669 and vary greatly in size ranging from 434-1179 amino acids (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). FAM83G, for example, may participate in EGFR signaling by interacting with regulator for ubiquitous kinase/c-Cbl interacting protein of 85KDa (Ruk/CIN85) \[[@R72]\]. Ruk/CIN85 is known to promote invasiveness and migration of breast cancer cells *via* regulation of EGF-driven Src/AKT signaling pathways \[[@R73]\]. FAM83G is also implicated in TGF-ß signaling as mass spectrometry analysis identified it as a novel interacting partner of Smad2 and Smad3 \[[@R74]\]. Recently, FAM83G was reported as a substrate of type I Bone Morphogenic Protein (BMP) receptor whereby it associates with Smad1 and promotes non-canonical Smad4-independent signaling and transcription \[[@R75]\]. Of note, dysregulated TGF-ß and BMP signaling is associated with cancer development and recurrence \[[@R76]\]. Moreover, FAM83G also induced gene transcription of additional non-BMP target genes clearly pointing to a wider role in cellular processes.

FAM83D (originally referred to as CHICA) binds to the chromokinesin KID and localizes to the spindle during mitosis to regulate spindle maintenance and cell division \[[@R77]\]. Accordingly, a meta-analysis of FAM83D indicated that FAM83D is co-expressed with key genes related to mitotic-progression and cytokinesis \[[@R78]\]. The FAM83D/KID interaction occurs independently of the FAM83D DUF1669, relying on the C-terminus of FAM83D, which has no significant similarity with other FAM83 proteins \[[@R77]\]. FAM83D also interacts with F-box/WD repeat-containing protein 7 (FBXW7) resulting in the down-regulation of FBXW7, a suppressor of c-Myc, mTOR, and C-Jun expression \[[@R79]\]. Thus, elevated expression of FAM83D increases the expression of these downstream oncogenes, which likely contributes to its ability to drive transformation. Indeed, as observed with FAM83A and FAM83B, the gene amplification and elevated protein expression of FAM83D increased the migration and invasion of breast epithelial cells, and was associated with poor prognosis \[[@R79]\]. As FAM83D regulates tumorigenesis by hyperactivating mTOR, the levels of FAM83D may also predict patient response to rapamycin \[[@R79]\]. While the regulation of most FAM83 proteins is poorly understood, FAM83D expression is tightly regulated. FAM83D is post-translationally regulated by type I Arginine methyltransferase PRMT-1 that targets FAM83D for arginine methylation and likely enhances protein turnover or promotes protein-protein interactions \[[@R80]\]. FAM83D transcription is also regulated by miR-210, which is induced by hypoxia and functions as a tumor suppressor by inhibiting the expression of multiple genes involved in promoting cell division, including FAM83D \[[@R81]\]. Similar to FAM83D, FAM83F expression is regulated by a microRNA, miR-143, that degrades the FAM83F mRNA transcript to exert a tumor-suppressive effect in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma cells \[[@R82]\].

Similar to the previously identified role of FAM83A and FAM83B in resistance to EGFR TKI inhibitors, newer reports implicate FAM83H in therapeutic resistance. An insertional mutagenesis screen to find genes that confer Erlotinib resistance in pancreatic cancers identified a common integration site, LOC100128338, which shares chromosomal location with FAM83H \[[@R83]\]. Interestingly, a similar screen in an orthotopic mouse model identified FAM83H as one of 11 genes that promote androgen-independent prostate cancer \[[@R84]\]. Therefore, FAM83H appears to be an important player in erlotinib-resistant pancreatic cancer and castration-resistant prostate cancer, both of which are extremely difficult to treat. Unrelated to cancer, a separate series of reports have implicated mutations in FAM83H as the cause of hypocalcified Amelogenesis imperfecta (AI), a hereditary condition in which the enamel of the teeth does not mineralize to the level of normal enamel \[[@R85]--[@R87]\]. A FAM83HUnexpectedly, the FAM83H knockout mouse had no tooth malformations or defects in enamel formation. However, the authors did report an association between FAM83H and Casein Kinase Iε. This interaction facilitates the cytoplasmic localization of Casein Kinase Iε and the C-terminal phosphorylation of FAM83H to create docking sites for other proteins. The authors propose that the FAM83H mutations linked to AI are likely gain of function mutations that do not interfere with normal FAM83H functions, but lead to mislocalized nuclear Casein Kinase Iε that is toxic to ameloblasts. Interestingly, of the numerous inherited FAM83H mutations noted as the cause of AI, there appears to be no increase in susceptibility to cancer. In addition interacting with casein kinases in development, FAM83H interacts with a casein-kinase isoform that has a role in colon cancer. A DUF1669-independent association between FAM83H, keratin 18, and casein kinase −1α (CK-1α) results in CK-1-mediated disassembly of keratin filaments and a loss of epithelial cell polarity, which may have significant implications in colon cancer invasion and metastasis \[[@R89]\]. Although DUF1669-independent functions have not yet been identified for other FAM83 members, the evidence with FAM83D and FAM83H opens up exciting new possibilities for the cellular roles of FAM83 proteins. It is thought-provoking to explore the divergent C-terminal sequences of FAM83 proteins so as to understand their unique, non-redundant functions. Future work should include detailed *in silico*, bioinformatics analysis on the C-terminal sequences in combination with cellular assays using C-terminal swap/deletion mutants of FAM83 proteins.

PROPOSED MECHANISM OF FAM83 ACTION {#s5}
==================================

While several FAM83 proteins have been implicated in receptor-mediated signaling pathways (EGFR, TGFβ, BMP) and in modulating their downstream effectors, the mechanism by which elevated FAM83 expression hyperactivates each of these pathways remains unclear. Moreover, given the potential redundant and non-redundant functions described in the previous section, the manner in which each FAM83 protein contributes to oncogenic signaling may be unique. Here, we discuss potential modes of action for the FAM83 proteins.

Evidence to date supports an adaptor/scaffold function for the FAM83 proteins since they lack obvious enzymatic functions, yet interact with essential signaling intermediaries. Current known FAM83 interacting proteins include EGFR, RAF, PI3K-p85, PI3K-p110, AKT, Axin-1, and APC \[[@R22]--[@R25], [@R68], [@R69]\]. Moreover, other interactions are noted in the Biogrid interaction repository between FAM83 proteins and key cancer-associated proteins such as BRCA1 (FAM83A), CK1α, ß, and δ (FAM83D, G, and H), GADD45 (FAM83D), GSK3ß (FAM83D), RHAMM (FAM83D), CD10 (FAM83F), Human Src Family Kinase-Binding Protein 1 (FAM83G), SMAD2 and SMAD3 (FAM83G), FBXW11 (FAM83H), SKP2 (FAM83H) \[[@R90]\]. Phosphorylation of FAM83 proteins also supports their function as adaptor proteins. In large phospho-proteomic screens, multiple kinases have been implicated in the phosphorylation and potential regulation of FAM83 proteins, including EGFR, PDK, AKT, CDKs, MAPK, SRC, RSK, GSK3b, PKA, PKC, and PLK \[[@R91]\]. Phosphorylation plays a vital role in intracellular signal transduction, often by initiating a structural change in the phosphorylated protein that facilitates the recruitment of additional signaling partners. Likewise, aberrant phosphorylation of signaling effectors in cancer cells often drives unchecked growth and proliferation. We predict that the increased presence of hyper-phosphorylated FAM83 proteins may nucleate, and thus hyperactivate, oncogenic signaling cascades.

In addition to kinase signaling, FAM83 proteins may have additional adaptor functions in cancer cells, including nucleating and inactivating enzymes that destabilize oncogenic signaling proteins \[[@R30]\]. FAM83D has recently been shown to interact with the E3 ubiquitin ligase, FBXW7 and inhibit the degradation of mTOR, MYC, and JUN \[[@R79]\]. FBXW7 is one of the subunits of the SCF (SKP1-cullin-FBXW7) ubiquitin ligase complex, which functions in phosphorylation-dependent ubiquitination \[[@R92]\]. In fact, FAM83D has a predicted FBXW7 degradation sequence \[[@R93]\], yet interaction between FAM83D and FBXW7 does not lead to FAM83D degradation. Rather, the FAM83D/ FBXW7 interaction results in inhibition of FBXW7 ubiquitin ligase activity \[[@R79]\]. This finding brings up the interesting possibility that other FAM83 proteins may also suppress FBXW7 ubiquitin ligase activity, and potentially other ubiquitin ligases. In fact, FAM83 proteins contain a predicted destruction D-box motif (all FAM83 proteins) and KEN-box motif (FAM83B) for targeting by the anaphase-promoting complex (APC/C) ubiquitin ligase \[[@R93]\]. Thus, FAM83 proteins may inhibit E3 ubiquitin ligases, leading to accumulation of various downstream substrates with known roles in carcinogenesis \[[@R94]\]. The numerous potential interactions provide avenues for future study into the redundant and non-redundant functions of the FAM83 proteins in oncogenesis, and underscore the complexity of this novel oncogene family.

THERAPEUTIC PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES {#s6}
====================================

Analysis of the human proteome across most major tissue types indicates that FAM83 members are expressed at low (often undetectable) levels throughout the body relative to other proto-oncogenes such as EGFR and RAS (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). When coupled with the observed overexpression of FAM83 members in diverse cancers, we propose that the potentially large therapeutic window may provide new methods to target EGFR/RAS-driven tumors. However, significant challenges remain in determining how to best target the oncogenic functions of the FAM83 members. To date, published findings have largely been reliant on overexpression and RNAi approaches using non-transformed and cancerous cell lines, respectively. Knowledge about how the FAM83 proteins function in normal biology and normal tissue homeostasis is currently lacking for nearly all FAM83 members, because mouse models have not yet been generated. Currently, only one FAM83 knockout animal (FAM83H) exists, which, while viable, dies within two weeks after birth \[[@R88]\]. The postnatal lethality of mice lacking FAM83H suggests that FAM83H is not required for normal development, but rather may be required for cellular or tissue homeostasis. The development of additional knock-out or transgenic models lacking or expressing elevated levels of the FAM83 proteins will be important future studies. Such models will provide functional genetic evidence of each FAM83 member\'s importance, or lack of importance, in normal development and homeostasis.

![Normal Tissue Expression Levels of FAM83\
Analysis of the human proteome across most major tissue types showing expression of FAM83A-H members and oncogenes EGFR and RAS alongside beta-actin. The tissue types include the following: Blood and Immune (Serum, Plasma, Monocyte, Peripheral Blood mononuclear cells, Platelet, Lymph node, Tonsil, Bone marrow stromal cell, Bone marrow mesenchymal stem cell), Nervous (Brain, Fetal Brain, Frontal cortex, Cerebral cortex, Cerebrospinal fluid, Spinal Cord, Retina), Muscoskeletal (Heart, Fetal Heart, Bone, Colon muscle), Internal (Oral epithelium, Nasopharynx, Nasal respiratory epithelium, Esophagus, Stomach, Cardia, Fetal gut, Colon, Rectum, Liver, Fetal liver, Liver secretome, Kidney, Spleen, Lung, Lung Alveolar lavage, Adipocyte, Synovial fluid, Amniocyte), Secretory (Vitreous humor, Saliva, Salivary gland, Thyroid, Adrenal, Breast, Milk, Pancreas, Pancreatic Juice, Islet of Langerhans, Gallbladder, Prostate, Urine, Urinary Bladder, Skin, Hair Follicle, Placenta), Reproductive (Uterus, Cervix, Ovary, Fetal Ovary, Testis, Fetal Testis, Seminal vesicle).](oncotarget-07-52597-g004){#F4}

A greater understanding of the mechanisms by which the FAM83 proteins enhance and prolong oncogenic signaling will also be critical for determining whether and how each FAM83 protein can be targeted. Studies have shown FAM83 proteins interact with many key cancer-signaling proteins including EGFR (FAM83B), PI3K (FAM83A-B), AKT (FAM83B), c-RAF (FAM83A-E) \[[@R22]--[@R25], [@R68]\]. Scansite motif scan identifies numerous potential SH2-binding (phosphotyrosine residues) and SH3-binding (proline-rich sequences) motifs on each FAM83 protein, and each is extensively phosphorylated \[[@R95]\]. Thus, based on the available data, we hypothesize that FAM83 members function to direct the assembly or enhance the stability of oncogenic signaling complexes. Targeting the ability of FAM83 proteins to assemble or stabilize signaling complexes may suppress effector activation, but unlike enzymes, which can be targeted by blocking catalytic activity, inhibiting adaptor protein function requires a tailored approach. Once considered "undruggable", there now exist numerous examples of drugs that target protein interfaces to block protein-protein interactions. These include p53/MDM2, β-Catenin/CREB, IAP/SMAC, tubulin-α/tubulin β, BCL2/BAX, BCL2/BAK, mTOR/FKBP12, and BCL2/Beclin, and components of the MAPK and PI3K pathways, where FAM83 members are also known to interact \[[@R96]\]. IQGAP1 is a known MAPK scaffold that binds ERK1/2, MEK1/2, and RAF \[[@R97], [@R98]\]. Exogenous treatment with a "WW peptide," which mimics the ERK-binding region of IQGAP1, inhibits IQGAP1/ERK binding and increased survival in murine models of RAS-driven cancers \[[@R99]\]. Moreover, a mutant PI3K (p110α) peptide capable of disrupting p110α/IRS1 complexes inhibits mutant p110α-activity and suppresses tumorigenicity \[[@R100]\]. Small molecule inhibitors have also been developed to disrupt MAPK pathway adaptors. Prohibitin works to assemble C-Raf and RAS at the plasma membrane in RAS-driven pancreatic cancer cells \[[@R101]\]. Rocaglamide, a small molecule inhibitor that binds to prohibitin, blocks prohibitin/c-Raf interactions and suppresses downstream signaling \[[@R102]\]. Additionally, a small molecule RAS-mimetic, rigosertib was recently described to efficiently block the RAS-binding domain on RAF successfully inhibiting the oncogenic RAS-RAF-MEK pathway \[[@R103]\].

Thus, while feasible, rational drug design and *in silico* attempts at disrupting adaptor interactions depend on sufficient knowledge of the protein structure and protein-binding interfaces, which are currently lacking for most FAM83 proteins. The only crystal structure solved is of FAM83A, which is the smallest FAM83 protein, largely consisting of the DUF1669 domain \[[@R104]\]. Again, all FAM83 members share this domain, and studies indicate that protein interactions mediated by DUF1669 are important for driving transformation \[[@R22], [@R68]\]. For example, mutating K230 within the DUF1669 of FAM83B, an amino acid highly conserved among FAM83 members, weakens the FAM83B/EGFR interaction and suppresses downstream effector activation \[[@R68]\]. We propose that the right small molecule or peptide could function similarly to suppress critical protein interactions necessary for the oncogenic functions of the FAM83 proteins. Defining which FAM83 interactions to target, however, is a challenging task, especially given the potential redundant and non-redundant functions of the 8 FAM83 members.

Another method for targeting adaptor proteins is to suppress their expression using RNA interference (RNAi). RNA interference (RNAi) as a therapeutic regimen is continuously improving and holds great potential \[[@R105]--[@R108]\]. siRNA encapsulated nanoparticles targeting oncogenic mRNA transcripts such as VEGF, KRASG12D, and EphA2 are currently in clinical trials for solid tumors \[[@R109]\]. Recent developments in cationic-lipid-based siRNA carriers have been described to efficiently deliver the siRNA cargo intracellularly. When coupled to a targeting peptide such as Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD), which is recognized by β3 integrin in the tumor vasculature, nanoparticles can efficiently target the delivery of siRNA to the tumor \[[@R110]\]. Such particles can now be injected systemically *in vivo*, with little immunogenicity, no changes in body weight, and no issues with clotting \[[@R110]\]. The rapid and continuing advancements in RNAi strategies will make the targeting of FAM83 members a more feasible option in the near term.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS {#s7}
================================

The significant discovery of a new family of oncogenes as critical mediators of EGFR/RAS signaling provides the basis for the development of novel therapeutics that target FAM83 members in a wide variety of cancers. The tumor-exclusive increase in expression of FAM83 proteins makes them highly desirable targets. It is also clear that sensitivity to select targeted therapies is closely linked to the expression of the FAM83 oncogenes, and screening for FAM83 expression will help predict response to treatment strategies as well as to determine future therapeutic options. We envision future studies will involve identification of the unique function of each FAM83 protein, and development of new strategies to therapeutically target both the conserved and unique oncogenic properties of FAM83 proteins.
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